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Review of Neutrino Trident Production
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What is Neutrino Trident Production (NTP) Processes?

Charged lepton pair production by the scattering of a neutrino off  
the Coulomb field of a nucleus/nucleon

Nucleus/Nucleon Nucleus/Nucleon

⌫µ

µ

⌫µ + N ! ⌫µ + µ + µ + N

neutrino beam

target

N: Nucleus/Nucleon

µ

⌫µ

�Coulomb field

weak int. L =
GFp
2
l̄�µ(CV � CA�5)l⌫̄�

µ(1� �5)⌫
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Brief History of the NTP’s
Back in the early days,

1934 Four Fermi interaction (Fermi)
1956,7 Parity Violation discovered (Lee and Yang, Wu)
1957 the V-A theory (Feynman, Gell-mann)
1964 Trident Production to examine the V-A theory  

(Czyz, Sheppey, Walecka)
1967 Weinberg-Salam theory
1971 Momentum and angular distribution of the NTP  

(Lovseth and Radomiski, Koike et al, Fujikawa)
1972 Trident production to examine the WS theory  

(Brown, Hobbs, Smith and Stanko)
1974 Neutral current (CERN)
1983 W and Z boson discovered 
1990 CHARM-II
1991 CCFR
1995 NuTeV
2014 Trident production to constrain new physics 

(Altmannshofer, Gori, Pospelov, Yavin)
revival

consistent with the SM prediction

⌫µ +N
! µ� +W+ +N

! e/µ+ ⌫

⌫µ +N
! ⌫ + µ+ µ+N
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Types of the NTPs and kinematical threshold

⌫µ + N ! ⌫e + e+ + µ� + N

⌫µ + N ! ⌫µ + µ+ + µ� + N (W/Z)

(W)
etc…

Mono-flavour

Multi-flavour

⌫µ + N ! ⌫µ + e+ + e� + N (Z)

⌫µ + N ! ⌫µ + ⌧+ + ⌧� + N

Minimum neutrino energy:

Minimum neutrino energy:

The same processes exist for other flavours, and also exist for  
anti-neutrinos if CP is conserved.

(l=e,μ,τ)

E⌫,thresh = ml +ml0

E⌫,thresh = 2ml

(l,l’=e,μ,τ)

(Z)
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The NTPs with atomic electrons

In principle, the NTPs can occur with bound electrons. But these  
are negligible due to the high threshold and small cross sec.

⌫µ + e� ! ⌫e + e+ + µ� + e�

⌫µ + e� ! ⌫µ + µ+ + µ� + e� E⌫,thresh =
2mµ

me
mµ ' 43 GeV

E⌫,thresh =
mµ

2me
mµ ' 11 GeV

E⌫,thresh = 4me ' 2MeV⌫e + e� ! ⌫e + e+ + e� + e�

These do not occur for low energy neutrino beam.

The following process always occurs

The cross sec. of this process is much small and will be  
important for lower energy neutrino beams.
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The NTP cross sections Czyz et al (1964), Lovseth et al (1971), Brown et al (1972)

(Z : atomic number)

where

Jμ : nuclear electromagnetic current

� = Z2↵2G2
F

Z
dLIPS Mµ⌫J

µ⌫ 1

q4

Jµ⌫ = hN 0| Jµ |NihN | J⌫ |N 0i

The cross section can be divided into two parts

Nucleus/Nucleon

�

GF

Nucleus/Nucleon

⌫↵ ⌫�

l

l0

particle physics

nuclear physics

e

Ze
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Nuclear Electromagnetic Current
The nuclear electromagnetic current can be expressed  
in terms of form factors, F.

spin-0 particle (12C, 56Fe, 208Pb, etc)
hN 0| Jµ |Ni = (Q+Q0)µF (q2) (q = Q0 �Q)

spin-1/2 particle (p, n)

hN 0| Jµ |Ni = ū(Q0)


�µF1(q

2) + i
�µ⌫q⌫
2M

F2(q
2)

�
u(Q)

where F (0) = 1

where M is the proton mass, and 

F1(0) = 1, F2(0) = 1,  = 1.79 for proton
F1(0) = 0, F2(0) = 1,  = �1.91 for neutron
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Nuclear Form Factor
The form factors in the literature are

F (q2) =

✓
1� q2R2

0

20

◆�2

F (q2) = exp

✓
q2R2

0

10

◆

the dipole fit

the exponential fit

R0 = 1.21A1/3 fmwhere

✓
1� 1.21

q2

M2
p

◆�2

or

Mp: proton mass

the Fermi fit (more realistic)

⇢(r) = (1 + exp(r �R)/b)�1

R = 1.07A1/3 fm b = 0.57 fm
where

and

F (q2) =

Z
⇢(r)eiq·rdr/Q
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Mp = u(e) (k&) y&(Cy +yeC&) y
1

e A g p

1
+yak g y (Cy+y, C~) ~(,)(k,)

xu(,)(k,)y (1-y,)u(,)(k, ) (2.3)

and the hadron part is the usual expression for the
electromagnetic interaction of a spin-zero particle.
The square of the matrix element therefore de-
composes into two parts, one being the spin sum
on the leptons, which is reasonably complicated so
Veltman's SCIIOONS CHIP" algebraic computer pro-
gram was used to carry it out, the other being the
second-rank tensor for the nucleus, i.e.,
P"'=4F(q')u,"Ã, (2.4)

E(q') = exp(q'8, '/10), (2.6)
where B,=1.2A' 'x10 "cm. The more compli-
cated but more realistic Fermi form factor is a
two-parameter fit to the nuclear charge density

p(r) =p, (~)
=I1+exp(x-R)/5] ',

where g =1.074"'x10 "cm and b =0.57x10 "
cm. The evaluation of E(q') for the Fermi form
factor is then carried out numerically. We have
derived a parametrization of this form factor
which enabled us to check some results in Ref. 6
without explicitly adding another integration to our
programs. The expressions given in (2.5) and (2.6)
have the same expansion for small values of

~

q' ~.
However, they both overestimate the actual value
of the cross section. In our previous work, we
found it convenient to use another exponential fit,
namely, (2.6) with B,= 1.3 A "'x 10 "cm. This
form factor falls off faster for larger ~q'~ and the
total cross section calculated using it is much
closer to the result calculated assuming the Fermi
distribution than the corresponding results from
(2.5) and (2.6). The dipole fit tends to overestimate
the cross section by as much as 50%. We show the
various form factor fits in Fig. 4. The point
marked (a) gives the value of the square of the four
momentum transfer at the threshold for production
of p, 'p. pairs. One sees that this value is already
very low. At any reasonable energy the minimum
momentum transfer is already so small that w'e are

where F(q') is the nuclear electromagnetic form
factor. We have employed several fits to E(q') to
allow cross checks with the work of previous au-
thors. The standard forms used are the dipole fit,

&(q') = (1—q'&.'/20) ' (2.5)
and the exponential fit,

only sensitive to low values of ~q'~. In fact there is
little cross section above

~
q'~ = 0.1 (GeV/c)'. When

using the Fermi fit we took advantage of this fact
and made a cutoff at

~

q'
~

= 0.25 (GeV/c)'. The total
cross section is given by

Z'n'G t d'k, "d'k, "d'k, d'P,
(2m)'2MrE, 2E, g 2Ee ~ 2E~ 2E~, q'

x d4i(p, +k, -p, —k, —k, —k,)P""M„M*„.
(2.7)

Although the problem of calculating the cross
section from (2.7) is easy in concept it is rather
difficult in practice due to the extreme peaking of
the square of the matrix element in phase space.
There are seven integrations required to evaluate
the total cross section. These integrations were
first carried out numerically working in the j,abo-
ratory frame with laboratory angles and energies
as variables. As a check, we reproduced one re-
sult of Lgvseth and Badomski, e namely, the total
cross section for (1.3) with 40-GeV neutrinos inci-
dent on an iron target. Once w'e were satisfied that
their answer was indeed correct we switched to us-
ing their integration variables. These are basical-
ly scalar products of the various momenta which

0

10

lo- 0 005 0 I 02 025
(q~l in (GeV/c)~

FIG. 4. Nuclear form factors commonly assumed for a
an iron nucleus. The curves correspond to the following:
A is the dipole form factor used by Fujikawa (Ref. 5),
8 is the exponential form factor used by Czy&, Sheppey,
and Walecka (Ref. 3), C is the exponential form factor
used by Brown, Hobbs, and Smith (Ref. 2), and D is the
Fermi form factor used by Lfvseth and Radomski (Ref.
6). The arrows mark the threshold values for (a) the
production of muon pairs and (b) the cutoff point for the
Fermi form factor.

q2 dependence of the form factors

Brown et al, PRD(1972)

dipole

exponential

Fermi

The main contribution to the NTP comes from small q2.

A

B

CD

R0 = 1.21A1/3 fm

Iron nucleus

B :
C :R0 = 1.3A1/3 fm
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q2 dependence of the form factors

Brown et al, PRD(1972)
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These form factors are almost the same for small q2

The main contribution to the NTP comes from small q2.
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The dipole fit overestimates the cross sec.  
as much as 50%
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The NTP cross sections (in the V-A theory)

1. NTP by the coherent scattering off a nucleus 

R0: nuclear radius

�nucleus(µµ) ⇠ Z2↵2G2
F
E⌫

R0
log

✓
E⌫

R0m2
µ

◆

�nucleus(ee) ⇠ Z2↵2G2
F
E⌫

R0
log (E⌫R0)
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�
nucleon

⇠ ↵2G2

FE⌫Mp log

✓
E⌫Mp

m2

µ

◆
(0.5Z + 0.1N)

The NTP cross sections (in the V-A theory)

1. NTP by the coherent scattering off a nucleus 

2. NTP by the incoherent scattering off a nucleon

R0: nuclear radius

�nucleus(µµ) ⇠ Z2↵2G2
F
E⌫

R0
log

✓
E⌫

R0m2
µ

◆

�nucleus(ee) ⇠ Z2↵2G2
F
E⌫

R0
log (E⌫R0)
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�
nucleon

⇠ ↵2G2

FE⌫Mp log

✓
E⌫Mp

m2

µ

◆
(0.5Z + 0.1N)

The NTP cross sections (in the V-A theory)

1. NTP by the coherent scattering off a nucleus 

2. NTP by the incoherent scattering off a nucleon

R0: nuclear radius

3. NTP by the incoherent scattering off an atomic electron

�
electron

⇠ ↵2G2

FE⌫me log
2

✓
E⌫

me

◆

�nucleus(µµ) ⇠ Z2↵2G2
F
E⌫

R0
log

✓
E⌫

R0m2
µ

◆

�nucleus(ee) ⇠ Z2↵2G2
F
E⌫

R0
log (E⌫R0)
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The NTP cross sections (in the SM)
The neutrino trident production in the SM occurs via 

⌫µ

⌫µ

⌫µ ⌫µµ�

µ�

µ+µ+

� �

Nucleus/Nucleon Nucleus/Nucleon

W Z

+

W contrib. (V-A) Z contrib.
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The NTP cross sections (in the SM)
The neutrino trident production in the SM occurs via 

⌫µ

⌫µ

⌫µ ⌫µµ�

µ�

µ+µ+

� �

Nucleus/Nucleon Nucleus/Nucleon

W Z

+

W contrib. (V-A) Z contrib.

The Z boson contributes to the NTP cross section destructively,

L =
GF

2

⇥
⌫̄�µ(1� �5)⌫

⇤⇥
l̄�µ(CV � CA�5)l

⇤

where 

�SM ' (C2
V + C2

A)�V�A ' 0.6�V�A

(CV=CA=1 in V-A)

Then, the cross section is given by

CV = �1

2
+ 2 sin2 ✓W (+1), CA = �1

2
(+1)
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The NTP cross sections (in the SM)
INTERMEDIATE BOSON. III. VIBTUAI. -BOSON EFFECTS.. .

for all three cases.
We would now like to comment on the change in

over-all sign of the C~C„ term as we change from
the e to the e' distribution. This is a reflection-
of charge-conjugation violation in the effective La-
grangian. ' The operation of charge conjugation ap-
plied to (2.2) switches the relative sign between C„
and C„. As this is equivalent to switching the
charges on the two leptons, we therefore anticipate
a distribution in C~C„ for 8 which is just the op-
posite in sign from the distribution in C~C„ for e'.
This means that the C„C„term adds constructively
at low energies for e' and destructively for e;
hence the larger average energy of the e . In the
neutral current theory the sign of the C~C„ tex'm is
negative so now the e' obtains the larger average
energy.
The angular distributions for the leptons are

shown in Figs. 11 and 12, which demonstrate that
the e angle is smaller than the e' in V- A. theory.
The reason for this is again that the C~' and C„'
contributions are identical while the C„C„contri-
bution changes sign in going from the e to the e'
angular distribution. The corresponding results
fox the histograms o'f percentage cross section per
cos0 interval are shown in Fig. 13. It is obvious
from all these results that there is only a small
difference between the distributions and total cross
sections fox' v~+Z~ v~+8 +8 +Z in standard
V -A theory and in Weinberg's model. The changes
in the histograms are usually of the oxder of a few
percent. However, thexe is a di.stinct difference
between the enex'gy and angular distributions for
vp +Z~ vp +g +g +Z and v~+Z~ v~+g +g +Z.
The energy histograms show almost a complete
reversal of the e' and e distributions for these
reactions because the sign of the C&C& term i.s now
negative. This means that the neutral current
tends to favor low-energy electrons at large an-
gles and high-energy positrons at small angles. If
the neutral current cross section from Weinberg's
model is smaller than l of the charged current
cross section, then the information we have given
on the energy and angular distributions should still
allow one to distinguish between the two cases.

III. PRODUCTION OF MUON PAIRS

In this section we study the reaction

v„(k,)+Z(p, )- p, (k,)+v„(k,)+ p.'(k, )+Z(p, )
(3.l)

again assuming that it is described by a local four-
fex'mion interaction with the effective I agrangian6—~.s = ~2 ~~.(~~+~.~~)op~ (l+~.)~.
Although Wemberg s model 4088 not speciflcRQy

Io-4o

IO-4 I

4p

IO-45
0 20 40 60 80 IOO l20 I40

EI in GeV

FIG. 14. Total cross sections for v +Z v +p++p™P+ Z in two theories with Cz = C„=1 (solid lines) and C~
=1.2, Cz =0.5 (dashed lines). The curves represent the
coherent cross section per proton on iron and the inco-
herent cross sections for scatterings by individual pro-
tons and neutrons. The final cross section is therefore
0(Fe) =Zcr(coh)+Zo. &+No„' where Z and N are the num-
bers of protons and neutrons in an iron nucleus.

include muons, it is clearly of interest to know' the
individual contributions of the vector and axial-
vector currents. Generalizations of the model to
include muons have been given by Gross and Jack-
iw" and by Bouchiat, Iliopoulos, and Meyer. " For
muons, however, the incoherent production is not
negligible compaxed to the cohexent pxoduction for
neutrino energies below 20 GeV. Hence we give
results for both coherent and incoherent produc-
tion. We consider the standard V- A theory where
C~ =C„=1.0 and a hypothetical Weinberg-type
model whex'e C~ =1.2 and C„=0.5. The actual cal-
culation is a trivial extension of the methods used
in the previous section because we have kept all
mass terms.
Due to the fact that the muon mass is much larg-

er than that of the electron, we ax'e not justified in
neglecting the incoherent production off individual
protons. We take this into account very easily.
The square of the matrix element decomposes into
two parts. One is the spin sum of the lepton part
which is identical to the x'esult of the pxevious
paragraph. However, the second part, the trace
on the spin- —,' hadx'on line, is now proportional to
the second-rank tensor

I I'"=(6 '+7G„')/(l+r)P"P" +6„'(g"'q'-q"q").

3278 BROWN, HOBBS, SMITH, AND STANKO

TABLE I. The total cross section in cm for v+Z v+e++e +Z for coherent production
off iron, divided into vector and axial-vector terms. %'e have multiplied by Z to facilitate
comparison with the numbers given for v+Z v+p++p, +Z in Table II. The final total cross
section therefore requires another factor of Z.

Reaction
Energy
in GeV

Coefficient
of Cv~ and C~'

in cm~
Coefficient

of CvC~ in cm~

Cross section in cm~
in V —A theory where

Cv ——C&=1

o (Fe)/26 10

20

30

40

100

140

2.30x 10 4~

5.29x 10 42

8.39x 10 42

1.19x10 4'
3.64x10 4~

4.89x 10 4~

x10 44

9 x10"
3.9x10 43

4 x1Q
-3.4x10 4'

4.6x10 4~

4.62x10 +

1.07x10 4~

1.72x10 4~

2.42x10 4~

6.94x 10
1.Q2x1Q 40

are then mapped into a new set of variables so that
the integrand is smooth enough to allow the appli-
cation of Monte Carlo integration in seven dimen-
sions. For details we refer the reader to Appendix
B of their paper. With the new variables substan-
tially fewer points are required in the seven-di-
mensional phase space. Even then we required 3
x10' points to generate smooth distributions.
We now study in detail the differences between

the two reactions

v +Z- v&+e'+e +Z (2.8)

lo-~~
I I I I I

IO 40

E
c3 I0-4 I

b

I0-42

I045 I I l I I l

0 20 40 60 80 IOO I20 140
EI in GeV

FIG. 5, Total cross sections for v+Z v+e++e +Z
for incident neutrinos on iron. These cross sections are
for the coherent case only and have been multiplied by
Z . (1) and {2) represent the reaction v +Z—v +e++e
+ Z in V-A theory and in Weinberg's model. The neutral
current prediction for v +Z—v +e++e +Z is alsoP P
shown.

and

v~+Z~ ve+e +e +Z. (2.9)

Only a theory with neutral currents will allow re-
action (2.8), whereas reaction (2.9) can proceed in
both V- A theory and in Weinberg's model. The
analysis of Chen and Lee" gave a value of sin'0
~ 0.35. We will take this upper limit for sin'0 and
therefore use Cv = -0.2 and C„=0.5 for reaction
(2.8). In the case of (2.9) we take C» =C„=1.0,
i.e., standard V-A theory and also Cv=1.2, C„
= 0.5 as determined by Weinberg's model. '
The results in this section are given only for co-

herent production off an iron nucleus. This is be-
cause the electron mass is so small that the pro-
cess is essentially a coherent one. Effects due to
incoherent production off individual protons and
neutrons are therefore neglected. We present the
total cross sections for reactions (2.8) and (2.9) in
Fig. 5. For the values of Cv and C„chosen above,
the reaction initiated by the muon neutrino is gen-
erally one order of magnitude smaller in cross
section than that initiated by the electron neutrino.
If the electron contamination in the beam is small-
er than one percent, then it may be possible to
identify (2.8) on the basis of cross section mea-
surements alone (assuming, of course, that sin'8
stays as large as 0.85). Table I gives the individu-
al coefficients of C„', C„', and CvC~ in the formu-
la for the total cross section. The values for Cv'
and C~' are identical while that for CvC„ is one
hundred times smaller. Our over-all accuracy is
around one percent which is the same order of
magnitude as this coefficient. Hence it would be
more realistic to drop this term entirely. The
numbers we give are only representative of the or-
der of magnitude of the coefficient and the fact that
they fluctuate in sign should not be taken seriously.
Why this is so will soon be obvious.

ee trident μμ trident

⌫e +N ! ⌫e + e+ e+N

⌫µ +N ! ⌫µ + e+ e+N

V-A

SM

SM NC

V-A
SM

⌫µ +N ! ⌫µ + µ+ µ+N

The νe NTP is one order larger than the νμ NTP  
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�
exp

= [3.0± 0.9(stat.)± 0.5(sys.)]⇥ 10�41 cm2

Experimental Results of the NTP
CHARM-II (CERN)

hZ2i = 97.6Fiducial target mass :    547 t glass plates, 

hE⌫i = 23.8 GeV (⌫µ)

hE⌫i = 19.3 GeV (⌫̄µ)

PLB 245 (1990)

beam energy :

Results (per nucleus)

Theoretical uncertainty comes from
1.the uncertainty of the form factor  
2.the estimation of diffractive contributions 

The first observation of the NTP using

The result is consistent wit the SM prediction,
�
theo

= [1.9± 0.4]⇥ 10�41 cm2

which is consistent with the experimental results.
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CCFR (FNAL)

Experimental Results of the NTP

Z = 26

PRL 66 (1991)

hE⌫i = 160 GeV (⌫µ, ⌫̄µ)

Fiducial target mass :    324 t iron plates, 

Results

beam energy :

The first observation of the destructive interference between W and Z  
using

N
exp

= 37.0± 12.4

�
exp

= [7.5± 2.6]⇥ 10�40 cm2

The expected numbers of events in the V-A and in the SM are 
NV�A = 78.1± 3.9

NSM = 45.3± 2.3

The experimental result rules out the V-A theory at 99% C.L.
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Short Summary of the NTP

1. The neutrino trident production processes have been  
studied since 60’s. 

2. Nuclear form factors are necessary to compute the cross  
sections. 

3. The NTP cross section is much smaller than the charged  
current one. Typically below 10-40 cm2. 

4. The latest results are more than 20 years ago, with large  
errors. 

5. The experimental results are consistent with the SM so far 
within the error.
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Neutrino Trident Production 
 in a gauged Lμ-Lτ model
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Figure 2: Compilation of recent published re-
sults for aµ (in units of 10−11), subtracted
by the central value of the experimental av-
erage (3). The shaded band indicates the size
of the experimental uncertainty. The SM pre-
dictions are taken from: JN [4], DHMZ [17],
HMNT [21]. Note that the quoted errors in
the figure do not include the uncertainty on the
subtracted experimental value. To obtain for
each theory calculation a result equivalent to
Eq. (15), the errors from theory and experiment
must be added in quadrature.

(with all errors combined in quadrature) represents an inter-

esting but not yet conclusive discrepancy of 3.6 times the

estimated 1σ error. All the recent estimates for the hadronic

contribution compiled in Fig. 2 exhibit similar discrepancies.

Switching to τ data reduces the discrepancy to 2.4σ, assuming

the isospin-violating corrections are under control within the

estimated uncertainties (see Ref. 32 for an analysis leading to a

different conclusion).

An alternate interpretation is that ∆aµ may be a new

physics signal with supersymmetric particle loops as the leading

candidate explanation. Such a scenario is quite natural, since

August 21, 2014 13:17

�aµ

(g-2)μ Atomki

' O(10) MeV

resonant absorption of cosmic ν

MZ0 '
p

2E⌫m⌫

decay into e+ e-

best fit 
Eν = 1 PeV,  mν = 0.1 eV

mZ0 = 16.70 MeV

new int. with muon

�aµ '
g02

8⇡2

For mZ’ ≪ mμ and g’ =10-4

⌫C⌫B ⌫C⌫B

⌫
cos

⌫
cos

Z0

Z0

µ µ

� Z0

Be⇤ Be

e+
e�

' O(10�9)

Light Gauge Boson as New Physics
Seto san’s talk
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These anomalies/tensions can be explained by 

g0 ⇠ 10�4 � 10�5

The origin of the mass = The spontaneous breaking of a symmetry

v =
mZ0

g0 ⇠ O(100 � 1000)GeV

New Physics above the EW scale 

mZ0 ' O(10 � 100) MeV

Light Gauge Boson as New Physics
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Gauged U(1)Lμ-Lτ model

• Minimal extension of the SM 
• Anomaly free 
• Large neutrino mixing

le eR lµ µR l⌧ ⌧R
Lµ 0 0 1 1 0 0
L⌧ 0 0 0 0 1 1

R. Foot, Mod.Phys.Lett. (1991),  
He, Joshi, Lew, Volkas, PRD (1991)

Choubey, Rodejohann, Eur.Phys.J, (2005) 
Ota, Rodejohann, Phys.Lett. (2006)

The Lagrangian without the kinetic mixing,

The IceCube gap can be explained by O(10) MeV Z’ with g’～10-4 

The muon (g-2) also can explain by the same mass and the coupling

+g0Z0
µ(µ̄�

µµ + ⌫̄µ�
µ⌫µ � ⌧̄ �µ⌧ � ⌫̄⌧�

µ⌫⌧ )

L = �
1

4
Z0µ⌫

Z0
µ⌫ +

m2
Z0

2
Z0

µZ
0µ

new interactions for μ and ν

Araki, Kaneko, Ota, Sato, T.S, PRD93 (2016)
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Z’ contribution to the NTP
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⌫µ ⌫µ
⌫µ/µ

µ/⌫µ
Z/W

µ
�

µ

µ

�

⌫µ

Z0

the SM

GF =
g2
2

m2
Z

g02

q2 � m2
Z0

sensitive to small g’ & mZ’

NP

Z’ contribution to the NTP

g02

m2
Z0

⇠ 10�5 GeV�2 g0 ⇠ 10�3 @ mZ’=10 MeV

ONLY weak int.  
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1

m Z ' HGeVL

g '

CCFR

Hg-2Lm ±2s

ZÆ4mûLHC

Altmannshofer, et al, PRL. 113 (2014)

Allowed parameter region

 (1990)
 (1991)

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 at E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 at E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV
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0.01 0.1 1 10 102 103

10-3

0.01

0.1

1

m Z ' HGeVL

g '

CCFR

Hg-2Lm ±2s

ZÆ4mûLHC

Altmannshofer, et al, PRL. 113 (2014)

Allowed parameter region

 (1990)
 (1991)

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 at E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 at E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV

Most of region for (g-2)μ within 2σ has been excluded!
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Allowed parameter region

 (1990)
 (1991)

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 at E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 at E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV

mZ0 (MeV)

g
0
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Allowed parameter region

 (1990)
 (1991)

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 at E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 at E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV

mZ0 (MeV)

g
0How can we further explore the parameter region?
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Energy dependence of the cross section

CHARM-II

CHARM-II

SM

g0 = 3⇥ 10�4

g0 = 5.2⇥ 10�4

g0 = 3⇥ 10�4

g0 = 5.2⇥ 10�4
solid : 10 MeV 
dashed: 100 MeV

SM solid : 10 MeV 
dashed: 100 MeV

� = �SM + �int + �Z0The cross section 

�SM / G2
F↵

2E⌫

R0
log

✓
E⌫

R0m2
µ

◆

�int

�SM
/ logE⌫

E⌫

�int / GF↵g
02
log

2

✓
E⌫

R0m2
µ

◆

�/�SM

NP is enhanced at low E
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mZ' (GeV)

3×10-3
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4.0
6.0

CCFR

CHARM II

Sensitivity to g’ and mZ’ in a gauged Lμ-Lτ model

Eν=1.5 GeV (g-2)μ 2σ

(g-2)μ 3σ

 (1990)
 (1991)

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 at E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 at E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV

�SM+NP

�SM

BaBarPreliminary
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In general, there are no reasons to forbid the kinetic mixing,

Lkin = �
1

4
Bµ⌫Bµ⌫ �

1

4
Z0µ⌫

Z0
µ⌫ +

✏

2
Bµ⌫Z0

µ⌫

The kinetic mixing induces new interactions with Z’ and fermions,

Lint = Z0
µ [�"ecW ē�µe + (g0 � "ecW )µ̄�µµ + (�g0 � "ecW )⌧̄ �µ⌧

Z0 e
�

f

f̄
✏cW

(cW = cos ✓W )

The muon coupling can be negative. 
The neutrino coupling is the same.

+g0(⌫̄µ�
µ⌫µ � ⌫̄⌧�

µ⌫⌧ )]

B : field strength of U(1)Y

Gauged U(1)Lμ-Lτ model with kinetic mixing
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Summary
1. The new physics above the EW scale can appear as a light  

gauge boson.  

2. The NTP is a powerful tool to search such a light gauge boson,  
especially a gauged Lμ-Lτ model. 

3. Lower energy neutrino beams have better sensitivity to new  
physics search.

Future works (under progress)
1. Backgrounds to the NTP come from leptonic decays of mesons  

(pi, K, rho, …). 
 

2. Momentum and angular distributions of the charged leptons  
are important to discriminate the signals from the backgrounds. 

⌫µ +N ! µ� +X +N

X ! µ+ + ⌫µ + · · ·

�
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Nucleus Nucleus Nucleus Nucleus

⌫µ ⌫µ
⌫µ/µ

µ/⌫µ
Z/W

µ
�

µ

µ

�

⌫µ

Z0

the SM

GF =
g2
2

m2
Z

g02

q2 � m2
Z0

Only weak int. sensitive to small g’ & mZ’

NP

Z’ contribution to the NTP

The Z’ contribution to this process is proportional to (+g’)2

+g0

+g0

always constructive

�1

2
+ sin2 ✓W ⇠ �1

4
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IceCube gap and muon g-2
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FIG. 3. The cosmic neutrino fluxes calculated with the
Lµ − Lτ gauge interaction are compared with the three-
year IceCube data [3]. The model parameters are taken as
MZ′ = 11 MeV and gZ′ = 5 × 10−4. The lightest neutrino
mass is set to be m1 = 0.08 eV and the normal mass hierarchy
is chosen. The SFR is assumed as the redshift distribution of
the cosmic neutrino sources. The cutoff energy of the original
flux is placed at Ecut = 107 GeV. The three different values
of the spectral index sν are examined.

hierarchy with the lightest neutrino mass m1 = 0.08 eV4

and set the model parameters as MZ′ = 11 MeV and
gZ′ = 5 × 10−4. For the sources of cosmic neutrinos,
we assume the SFR, which is given in Eq. (10), as their
redshift distribution, and the cutoff energy Ecut, which
appears in Eq. (9), is taken as Ecut = 107 GeV. The
normalization factor Q0 is adjusted so that the magni-
tude of the calculated flux fits the observation. As can
be seen from the figure, the flux is significantly atten-
uated around 400 TeV − 1 PeV. With a spectrum in-
cluding the gap, one can expect a relatively good fit to
the observation, although the gap will be shallower than
the bottom of the calculated spectra once the curves are
averaged over each energy bin. Since the spectrum calcu-
lated with the inverted hierarchy is essentially the same
as the normal hierarchy shown at Fig. 3, we do not repeat
it.
Let us mention the possibility of simultaneous repro-

duction of the gap and the edge. In view of Refs. [10–12],
we here take lower values of sν and try to form the edge
at the upper end of the spectrum by means of the Lµ−Lτ

interaction, instead of setting the cutoff energy by hand.
Note that with an appropriate adjustment of the flux
normalization, lower values of the spectral index can still
give a good fit to the current observed spectrum [7–9].
According to Fig. 2, the mass of the lightest neutrino

4 This leads to
!

mν ≃ 0.25 eV, which is slightly higher than
the 95% C.L. from the combined analysis of cosmological obser-
vations [114]. However, once the cosmological model is extended
to include more parameters, the constraint is expected to be re-
laxed. For instance, simultaneous inclusion of Neff and

!
mν

leads to
!

mν < 0.28 eV [114].
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FIG. 4. The cosmic neutrino flux calculated with MZ′ = 9
MeV and gZ′ = 4×10−4. Here the normal hierarchy is chosen
and the lightest neutrino mass is set to be m1 = 6× 10−3 eV.
The spectral index is taken to be sν = 2.3 and 2.1.

should be smaller than 10−2 eV to split the resonance
energies and distribute them to the positions of the gap
and the edge. The mass of Z ′ should be smaller than
MZ′ ! 20 MeV to place the resonance energies at the
appropriate positions, cf. Eq. (2). In Fig. 4 (5), we set
the mass of Z ′ to 9 MeV, the coupling gZ′ to 4×10−4, and
the lightest neutrino mass m1 (m3) to 6× 10−3 eV with
the normal (inverted) hierarchy of neutrino mass. Here,
the cutoff energy is taken to be sufficiently high so that
the numerical results do not depend on the value. The
gap is successfully reproduced by the scattering with the
heaviest mass eigenestate of CνB. On the other hand,
the resonant scattering for the edge seems insufficient:
the flux is attenuated only between 3 and 7 PeV, which
may be too narrow (and also too shallow) to explain the
required property of the edge, although it is consistent
with the current data.

Lastly, we comment on the effect of the CνB momen-
tum. If the lightest neutrino mass is chosen to be as light
as the CνB temperature, the CνB momentum effect is
expected to become appreciable, which would make the
width of the edge wider. We will study this possibility in
the near future.

B. Source distributions

So far, we have adopted the SFR as the redshift dis-
tribution of cosmic neutrino sources in our calculations.
However, the source has not been specified yet, and some
of the astrophysical objects have been discussed as the
candidate [11–16]. In Fig. 6, we examine the distribution
of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) [115],

WGRB(z) ∝

!

(1 + z)4.8 0 ≤ z < 1,

(1 + z)1.4 1 ≤ z ≤ 4.5
(16)

⌫C⌫B

⌫
cos

Z0

⌫

⌫

Araki, Kaneko, Ota, Sato, T.S, PRD93 (2016)

400TeV - 1PeV is resonantly scattered by cosmic ν background

Eres '
m2

Z0

m⌫

The resonant energy of comic ν is 

For mZ’ = 10 MeV, 
Eres ' 1 PeV

The scattering cross section is

� =
2⇡g02

M2
Z0

�

✓
1 �

Eres

E⌫

◆

From numerical analysis, 

g0 � 10�4

g0 g0
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IceCube gap and muon g-2

IceCube and (g-2)μ can be explained

Araki, Kaneko, Ota, Sato, T.S, PRD93 (2016)

For mZ’ =10 MeV and g’=4×10-4, 

g
0

mZ0 (MeV)

µ

Z’ contribution to (g-2)μ

µ

�

Z0

�aµ =
g

02

8⇡

Z 1

0
dx

2m2
µx(1 � x)2

xm

2
Z0 + (1 � x)2m2

µ

�aµ ' g02

8⇡2
' O(10�9)
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The lower energy of neutrinos is  
more sensitive to NP.

The lower energy of neutrinos has  
smaller cross sections

cf
�CC/E⌫ ⇠ 10�38 cm2GeV�1


